Do dose response thresholds exist for genotoxic alkylating agents?
The demonstration and acceptance of dose response thresholds for genotoxins may have substantial implications for the setting of safe exposure levels. Here we test the hypothesis that direct-acting DNA reactive agents may exhibit thresholded dose responses. We examine the potential mechanisms involved in such thresholded responses, particularly in relation to those of alkylating agents. As alkylating agents are representative model DNA reactive compounds with well characterized activities and DNA targets, they could help shed light on the general mechanisms involved in thresholded dose responses for genotoxins. Presently, thresholds have mainly been described for agents with non-DNA targets. We pay particular attention here to the contribution of DNA repair to genotoxic thresholds. A review of the literature shows that limited threshold data for alkylating agents are currently available, but the contribution of DNA repair in thresholded dose responses is suggested by several studies. The existence of genotoxic thresholds for alkylating agents methylmethanesulfonate is also supported here by data from our laboratory. Overall, it is clear that different endpoints induced by the same alkylator, can possess different dose response characteristics. This may have an impact on the setting of safe exposure levels for such agents. The limited information available concerning the dose response relationships of alkylators can nevertheless lead to the design of experiments to investigate the mechanisms that may be involved in threshold responses. Through using paired alkylators inducing different lesions, repaired by different pathways, insights into the processes involved in genotoxic thresholds may be elucidated. Furthermore, as alkyl-guanine-DNA transferase, base excision repair and mismatch repair appear to contribute to genotoxic thresholds for alkylators, cells deficient in these repair processes may possess altered dose responses compared with wild-type cells and this approach may help understand the contribution of these repair pathways to the production of thresholds for genotoxic effects in general. Finally, genotoxic thresholds are currently being described for acute exposures to single agents in vitro, however, dose response data for chronic exposures to complex mixtures are, as yet, a long way off.